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HR professional 60 - 100%
Focus: Project management / Product development
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Who we are Joineer is a Zurich-based HR-tech startup. With our Teambarometer, we
revolutionise collaboration and help our clients to align their organisation with the requirements
of the working world and make it fit for the challenges of the future. With a combination of latest
technology, a unique methodology and services, we enable companies to take an important step
towards digitalisation and to involve employees more strongly in transformation processes. We
promote barrier-free cooperation with a focus on developing the individual potential of each
employee.

Who you are You have a lot of experience in the HR field and have a keen sense for current
and future developments in topics such as organisational development, change management,
new work, etc. You want to take on entrepreneurial responsibility and participate in a technology
start-up with your HR expertise. You want to revolutionise the HR landscape together with a
diverse team of tech professionals and work at the interface of technology and people. A
background in organisational psychology or similar is an advantage for this job.

Your future Job Your task is to further develop the Teambarometer with us and take it to the
next level. You will help us to introduce and implement the projects, to collect needs and
feedforwards in a structured way and to further develop the tool according to the lean approach.
You will help us to acquire new customers and support us in continuously evaluating the needs
in the market and incorporating them into the development of new features. You will be given a
lot of responsibility, entrepreneurial freedom and will be involved in all strategic decisions right
from the start.

Together We are looking for a person with an entrepreneurial mindset with a lot of HR and
business experience who wants to grow together with us. Besides the salary, the main
compensation will consist of equity.

Are you the person we are looking for and do you want to know more? Get in contact.
Please just direct applications.
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Joineer AG Fabian Jäger, Militärstrasse 90, 8004 Zürich, fabian@joineer.ch, 044 510 38 00
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